June 2019 NEWSLETTER
Meeting is Tuesday June 4th, at BJ’s.
5:30-6:30-Social hour; meeting starts at 6:30 pm;
Program at 7 PM

“Fly Fishers of the Bitterroot is a nonprofit club dedicated to sharing our passion for fly fishing
by promoting fellowship, education and stewardship of our fishing resources.”

President’s Message
It seems like this past month has passed so quickly that it was only yesterday that I wrote a
President’s message. I am hoping that this coming month will pass as quickly so that we can get back
on the Bitterroot and do some wade fishing. The high water hasn’t slowed too many fishermen in
our club and most are traveling around the state, country and other countries to find some good
fishing.
Some of the best reports are coming from those who are going to Brown’s Lake and a couple of
others. Thanks to one of our board members we had some tasty smoked trout at the last board
meeting. Speaking of board meetings we still need your help. The 2020-year is approaching quickly
and we still need some of you to step up and give the board a hand leading the club for the years to
come. Please let us know if you can give a little of your time to aid the club in going forward next
year.
We have some good activities coming for this month and summer. Our last membership meeting is
in June and we take a couple of months off for the summer. Special Needs Day is an annual event
for us, originally organized by long time club member Leon Powell. We host about twenty special
needs folks at a private, stocked pond. We try to ensure each catches a fish and then we feed them
lunch. This event is truly one of the most gratifying things our Club does. You’ve got to see the grins
and hear the whoops when these folks catch a fish! We need a good turn out by members because it
really takes about a one-to-one relationship to help these folks. This year’s event will occur on
Sunday, June 2nd, 2019. Please contact Estelle if you can help. je@shuttleworthje.com

Good Fishing!
Bill Bean

www.flyfishersofthebitterroot.org

June 2019 PROGRAM

Taylor Scott &
George Kesel
PROGRAM: Fishing Rock Creek
and the Blackfoot- Taylor
Tying flies- George
SPEAKERS:

As The Oldest Fly Shop in Missoula, The Missoulian Angler Fly Shop began with the vision of Paul Koller.
Starting out in a small location in Missoula, Montana, he grew the business on his fly tying experience and
expertise with bugs. After a couple of moves around town, the shop ended up in its current location in 2011:
at 802 SOUTH HIGGINS, Missoula
They continue to focus on providing quality fly tying materials, tying classes for all skill levels, and enjoy
teaching others about fly tying techniques. They still believe in the value of walking into a fly shop, being
greeted by friendly and knowledgeable staff, and checking out what they’re tying on the vise.
The shop staff loves to get people into fish. They know the water around Missoula and what it takes to catch
fish any time of the year. Half of our staff are Missoula Fly Fishing Guides, and the other half guided in the
Missoula area for fifteen to twenty years. Don’t be fooled, if they haven’t been fishing before coming to work,
they will be out on the water that evening.
TAYLOR SCOTT
Favorite River to Fish in Missoula: Blackfoot River
Favorite thing about fishing in Montana: Drive five minutes any direction and you are in good to great water
Favorite Flies to Tie: Streamers
Best part about working in the Fly Shop: The relationships you build with a brand new fisherman/customer who starts off
not knowing a thing about fly fishing and with a little bit of advice and direction they are fishing like a pro by September
Memorable moment in shop: Every Shop BBQ
Memorable moment on river: The moment I realized I had it made growing up with a dad who loved to fish and a mom
who loved to row. So many memories growing up with those two as parents. That’s how you keep your kids close to
home. Thanks Mom and Dad
Rod: R.L. Winston BII-MX 7wt
Boat: Sotar 14ft Raft
Dog: Black Lab of course
Beer: Beer is like water, you need it to fish

George Kesel
In The Industry since 1984, Published Author, Innovative Fly Tyer •

Favorite River to Fish in Missoula: Bitterroot
Favorite thing about fishing in Montana: The variety
Favorite Flies to Tie: Humpys and Stimis
Best part about working in the Fly Shop: Learning from your customers
Favorite product in the shop: HmH Vise
Memorable moment in shop: That’s a long story. Involves rod tubes and Christmas….
Memorable moment on river: Losing a 10lb Brown in New Zealand
Rod: R.L Winston rods
Boat: The one I’m not rowing
Dog: No dog
Beer: Basil Hayden

May meeting recaps by Jim Kalkofen
First-Class All the Way While Drifting with Helfrich River Outfitters
Amazing scenery, great fishing and food fit for a king are three trademarks of any float with Helfrich River
Outfitters. The slide show by fourth-generation owner of this outfitting company, Kelsey Helfrich, had club
members salivating for a trip.
The experienced guides concentrate on the Middle Fork of the Salmon and the wild and scenic Rogue River.
They follow in the tradition of Kelsey’s great-grandfather Prince, who started by exploring these rivers in 1922.
He did it in boats crafted in his shop, which the company does even today. She admitted the boats now have
higher sides, are padded and comfy.
“The Salmon has a ton of bugs,” she said, with mostly cutthroat and rainbow cruising up to surface flies in the
ultra-clear water. There are 2,500 trout per mile feeding on stone, salmon, May and caddis hatches. All
fishing is done with barbless hooks and is strictly catch and release. She said, “We use much bigger flies than
almost any other destination.”
The multiple day drifts are done with a different guide daily. A “sweep boat” carries gear, tents, chow,
lanterns, cots, etc. ahead of the fishing party and camp is prepared in advance for evening comfort. A
separate toilet tent adds privacy. Widely acclaimed are the hot showers available. Since nearly half Kelsey’s
photos showed breakfast, lunch and dinner tables and plates loaded with five-star meals (including fresh
bakery), this is not a trip to even think about dieting.
The float along 100 miles of wilderness includes hot-springs, wildlife viewing, hiking trails, history lessons from
the guides, pictographs, and abandoned miner’s cabins. June, July and August trips are six days and five
nights. September trips are shorter.
The Rogue River 43 mile fishing/floating is done in the lower stretch, with takeout 30 miles from the ocean.
Steelhead are the quarry, fresh from the ocean. Clients are treated to lodge accommodations nightly. Bright
nymphs are the flies of choice, with cast-and-swing the preferred presentation.
Trips are aligned with the steelhead runs, and start the end of August into November. The best “bite” is early
September or late October. In addition to meals similar to the Salmon, clients will see Zane Gray’s cabin, hear
historical stories from guides, see mining “leftovers” and plenty of black bears, black-tail deer, and other
wildlife.
The Rogue’s dams have been removed which created cooler, clearer water with fewer weeds and more fish.
Helfrich River Outfitters: Helfrichoutfitter.com; 800-507-9889; info@helfrichoutfitter.com.
Thanks Bitter Root Land Trust for Skalkaho Bend Park
During her presentation at the May meeting, Lauren Rennaker received many congratulations and
thanks from club members. She explained and showed the 70 acres of river and wildlife area that will be
protected for the public forever.
Known as Skalkaho Bend Park, the new park connects to the river park in Hamilton. It consists of 70
acres and approximately one and one-half miles of river. Of the original $630,000 purchase price in 2017,
Lauren said only $30,000 more needed to be raised.
Hiking, walking, birding, and fishing, are opportunities for all ages to enjoy. There will be volunteer
restoration, trail and other projects coming up. To be added to the Land Trust mailing/emailing list, contact
Lauren: lauren@bitterrootlandtrust.org.

FLY OF THE MONTH JUNE 2019
CDC Caddis
By Bill Wichers

Materials:
Hook: standard dry fly hook, sizes 8 – 20
Thread: 6/0 – 14/0, color matching the thorax
Abdomen: either thin dubbed body or CDC feather tied in by its tip and wrapped around hook shank
Wing: 2 or 3 (on bigger flies) CDC feathers matched and laid flat over the abdomen in caddis/stonefly style
Thorax: dubbing, fluffed out a bit to give the appearance of legs
This is a really versatile and easy fly to tie. It’s very effective when adult caddis or spruce moths are out and
about. Hook size, wing and body colors are whatever you need to match the hatch. For an October caddis, I
use a size 8 or 10 hook, orangish dubbed body and 3 tan or cream CDC feathers for the wing. For the small tan
caddis common on the Missouri and North Platte tailwaters from July through September, it’s a size 14 or 16
hook, tan CDC feather for the abdomen, 2 tan feathers for the wing and a tan dubbed thorax. The spruce
moth I tie is on a size 12 hook with a tan abdomen and thorax and a cream wing.
I am sold on Trout Hunter brand CDC – it is by far the best quality CDC I’ve seen. If you use another brand,
plan on tying in 4-8 CDC feathers for the wing as they will be a lot sparser than the Trout Hunter. Other
brands work well if you use them for the abdomen – you can wrap a nice, thin body with them, but they don’t
work as well for wings.
Remember, with CDC, don’t use standard thick gel floatant like Gink as they matt the fibers and you lose a lot
of the natural buoyancy of the CDC fibers, plus, the fly won’t look natural. Thin liquid floatants like Flyagra or
High n Dry work well on CDC as do powdered floatants. When the fly gets soaked or covered in fish slime, I
rinse it in the water, dry it thoroughly on my shirt or drying patch, blow on it and fluff it up with some
powdered floatant or desiccant.
Tying instructions:
1. Wrap the thread around the hook shank from just behind the eye to above the barb.
2.a. From this spot above the barb, either tie in a cdc feather by the tip, grab the butt end with hackle
pliers and twist the feather several times to make a thin noodle;
2.b. Or, form a thin, tight noodle of whatever dubbing you are using around the thread.
3. Then wrap the cdc or the dubbing a little over half way up the hook shank (leave plenty of room to tie
in the wing and thorax).
4. Match up the tips of 2 or 3 cdc feathers, lay them flat over the top of the abdomen so the tips stick out
just a little behind the back of the hook and tie them in at the front edge of the abdomen. If you have
a hard time tying in these feathers at the same time with matching tips, either tie them in separately,

or, trim them with scissors when you finish the fly. Also, the fish don’t care if the wings don’t match or
lay perfectly flat over the top of the fly. If one or more feathers are tilted up, as long as the fly lands
right side up, fish it.
5. Add a noodle of dubbing for your thorax and use a dubbing needle, dubbing brush or piece of velcro to
fluff out the thorax a bit.
6. Whip finish once or twice (I always do 2) and you are done! I don’t use head cement around cdc – they
don’t mix well. I’ve never had a head come unraveled with 2 whip finishes.
7. P.S. You can also tie in a dry fly hackle (one size smaller than your hook – use a size 16 hackle on a size
14 hook) after you tie in the wing but before you wrap the thorax. Then wrap the thorax and palmer
the hackle a few times over/through the thorax if you’d like a bit more floatation or better semblance
of legs. When I add hackle, I usually trim it below the hook so the fly lays flat on the water. I’ve
included two photos of a size 16 tan caddis, one without hackle, one with a couple of turns of hackle.
There is also a photo looking down on the fly showing how the wing should look.

Upcoming Programs
July, August, September—no meetings
October 1st, Brendan Bannigan [Grizzly Hackle] Fishing for Pike
November—Pending
December- Annual meeting & Elections

Everything You Wanted to Know About, Argentina, and Other Things

By: The San Juan Worm*
In response to your newsletter editor’s request for stories and other filler material, I humbly submit this poor
account of my impressions of fishing in Argentina. But you should be wary of land fill material. Like a box of chocolates,
you never know what you’ll get.
I was asked several years ago to fill an empty spot in a yearly migration to Patagonia by a bunch of
neurosurgeons, neurologists, and fellow travelers. Actually, I am used to filling empty spots. It all started when my
Mother organized dance cotillions. There were always several female types without partner. These were not the pick of
the litter. I have always hated dancing.
But, I digress. (That’s a fancy word for getting old and mind wandering.) And I ain’t no Yellow Dog. This is an
intensely personal and closely edited look see.
You can get to BA (To say “Buenos Aires” is like being that iconic guy in front of the Eiffel Tower in striped shorts,
paisley shirt and Nikon. Very un-cool) through a number of portals. But word to the wise: fly first class or at least
business class. It is a long, long flight. After a great steak and too much Malbec in BA, you will fly the next day (or
eventually) to San Martin de los Andes at the foot of the Andes Mountains. Think Aspen filled with Spanish speaking
folks.
The Peoples: The Argentines are very handsome and attractive, energetic and intelligent. And, amazingly
enough, they are very friendly to us Yanks. But their economic aspirations and efforts are thwarted by an inept and
corrupt government. More on that in Professor Helfinger’s class, Poly Sci. 999. I will point out an apparent genetic flaw:
Argentina has yet to develop much of an indigenous fly fishing class. But that means very uncrowded waters.
The Land: The first thing you need to picture is that Patagonia is a lot like Montana before irrigation: sere thorny
desert to water’s edge and then massive willows. No poisonous snakes but lots of bushes happy to impale you. It is
mainly huge estancias with a few cattle turned loose in the scrub. Wild pigs, rheas (think emu, oh, okay, think ostrich),
quail, red stags and an occasional cougar make up the fauna. And birds, lots and lots of birds, including very noisy wild
parrots. And, just like Montana, everything is a long way to the next thing.
The Fishing: Still with me? Those mad anglers, the British, introduced rainbows and browns to Argentina’s
waters in the 1890’s. There were insignificant native fish. (More on this below.) The trout prospered.
The brainiacs and me float the Chimehuin which flows into the Collon Cura (pronounce the “ll” as a “j”), which
we fish, which flows into a massive reservoir, which collects water from a number of rivers, and then discharges a
massive tail water known as the Limay, which we also fish. There is no simmering revolt to change our itinerary.

The Chimehuin is a lot like the Bitterroot, except instead of cottonwoods, it is lined with large willows draped in
the water, behind which lurk large trout. Which means you are casting back upstream as you float by. (Read: awkward.)
There are caddis and mayfly hatches but only a single, smallish stonefly. The pancora freshwater crab subs for our
crayfish. (Don’t fret about exotic patterns. The brown/gold/black turd works just fine.) And, in some stretches, the
willows are infested with a green inch worm which the trout seem to relish as the wind knocks them to the water.
The Collon Cura is about the size of the Missouri below Holter. And while not a tail water, it is broad and fairly
even flowing. The Limay is a tail water and about two and half times the size of our beloved Missouri. Again, no rapids or
large rocks to cause under arm smells; just riffles to pools to flats to troughs.
So, trout are trout the world round, right? Not exactly. First of all, you will be shocked when you discover how
shallow these fish will lay. (I would not lie.) The secret is that there were few native fish prior to the British invasion so
the native raptors, of which there are many, never evolved to eat fish. They scour the scrub for red meat. Argentine
trout never learn in fish kindergarten to fear the claws from on high. Thus, you will fish riffles and flats that only suicidal
white fish live in our Bitterroot.
Next, you will need to scrub your mind of hard earned techniques. You know how you always mend upstream to
prevent drag? And, if you don’t, your guide or irrepressible partner is always yelling: “Mend. Mend!” Well, when fishing
small dries or nymphing, same same. But there is a unique technique developed by the guides we use every year. This is
on the bigger, broader Collon Cura and Limay. And it is for bigger, broader fish.
You use a large floating fly, usually starting with a “C”, like Chubby or Chernobyl. Cast it out to the side and
mend, ready?, downstream! This puts an immediate drag on the fly, creating a wake. And instead of “mend” your guide
is yelling “twitch, twitch!” About the time you get used to doing everything backwards, a large wake appears behind
your fly’s wake. I absolutely guarantee you will strike prematurely. Premature anything is bad, right? But the disgust of
your guide will burn into your frontal lobes his instructions: “Do not strike until you feel the fish.” We are talking trout to
over 30 inches. When your hands stop shaking, you cast out again, trying really, really hard to do it right this time. Good
luck.
To rest your jangled nerves and tired arm, we break for lunch, at 2:00 pm. And it is a two hour lunch. It usually
starts with salami, cheese and olives washed by bottles of Malbec. Occasionally an unfortunate chicken ends up getting
fried but usually it is beef or pork or beef and pork. You get the picture? But there is always a large vegetable dish or
two. Got to keep the pipes clean.
As lunch winds down, you will notice the guides drifting off to shady patches to, well, drift off for an hour or so.
They will string a hammock for you or you may just slump in your camp chair and snore.
About 4:00, very strong coffee is served and you are back in the boats doing battle until 8:00 or so. Back to the
lodge for open bar, shower and dinner at 10:30. And it all starts again at an 8:30 breakfast and on the water by 10:00.
Weather: Same as Montana in July.
Tackle: A five weight for the smaller flies and a six weight for the big boys and windy days. An interesting point is
that Argentina is paranoid about terrorism by fishing tackle. Once you are in country, all rods, reels and hooks must be
checked baggage. The good news is that they do not charge you an extra bag fee for checked tackle.
Cost: What would you rather do: take your beloved on a two week first class tour of Europe’s best museums or
suffer two weeks of hardcore fishing as Montana enjoys blizzards?
How: If you are serious, find me.
* San Juan Worm is an obvious nom de plume. But if you were born as Bead Eye Peacock Hurl, wouldn’t you use an alias?

2019 OUTINGS & EVENTS
June 2nd 2019 –Sunday- Special Needs Day:
Contact Estelle Shuttleworth if you are willing to help. [je@shuttleworthje.com] 406-381-0474
June 5- 9, 2019

Noxon Reservoir

By the timing of this newsletter, we will be just a few days away from the Noxon Reservoir outing....FFB members (our
own version of the "Corps of Discovery"
), have pretty well filled up the designated "Ground Zero" location at
Trout Creek Motel and RV Park. I checked availability for our period (June 5-9) and there is only one RV spot left, and
one motel room (not available for Friday and Saturday). However there are other nearby locations that can be
checked....nearby campgrounds at North Shore, Trout Creek, Marten Creek, and Willow Creek. Rooms and cabins may
be available at Lakeside Motel, the Lodge at Trout Creek, and the Bear Creek Resort. That way, you can still join us for
campfires, fish stories, lies (although I have never been known to tell one, I am good at "embellishing" though..) And we
can all solve whatever dilemma Doreen is experiencing that day.....like the "fluvial cavitation" problem she had at
Hebgen that we fixed .....

.

For those of you going, Noxon is becoming the best Bass location in the State, and June is the best month for Smallies
and Largemouth. It owns the Largemouth Bass record at 8.8 lbs! For you Trout purists who have never hooked a
Smallmouth Bass, you are in for one very large surprise....pound for pound, the best Freshwater fighting fish. Shortly
after our outing, I will be battling Smallies in New York State, and I am anxious to see how our Bass stack up.... Throw in
the fact that the place is also full of Walleyes (keep them for the frying pan!
there is no better eating..!) , Northern
Pike, Brown Trout, a smattering of Rainbows, and every other fish that Montana has ever stocked, and it should be quite
the adventure.

.

If you simply MUST try to catch Trout because that is what your internal mechanism is wired for..
.... concentrate
on the nearby inlets..Trout Creek, Marten Creek, Tuscor Creek, Vermillion River near the bridge, and White Pine Creek.
But the big Browns will be in the same place that the others are. Work the drop-offs, banks, bridges, and any other
structure. Noxon is "big water" but I'm told there are plenty of spots made for float tubes and small boats. Trout
fishermen should bring Drakes, Tricos, Caddis, and Salmon flies (it's that time of year). It also helps that the place is
"postcard pretty". If you are targeting the other fish, bring Buggers, Leeches, Clousers, Poppers, Streamers, and Crayfish
imitations. If you have any big Pike flies, make sure to bring them, although I can only imagine hooking a 20-lb Northern
on a fly rod.........
Better step up a bit with your equipment ("don't bring a knife to a gunfight"
Six to eight-weight rods and both floating and sinking or sink-tip lines. "Pot-luck" night is on the 8th.
This should be a rousing opener to a summer filled with FFB "Great Adventures"!!!!!

)

July 10-14th
Georgetown lake-- “Headquarters” will be in Lodgepole Campground. Spaces can be
reserved on Recreation.gov. Pot Luck dinner Saturday the 14th.
August 18th
Annual Picnic—Hannon House- Steve Lilburn’s place
Sept 10-14th
Hebgen Lake-“Headquarters- Electric loop C” at Rainbow Point campground on Hebgen
Lake, spaces can be reserved on Recreation.gov.... there are more than 10 hotels and lodges, within 10 miles
of the Lake, and numerous other B&B sites. They include Best Western, Days Inn, the Madison Hotel,
Stagecoach Lodge, Crosswinds, Moose Creek, Travelers, Kelly Inn, and the White Buffalo. We will have a "potluck" night Saturday the 14th, and warm campfires to tell lies at.....

Volunteer to help kids learn to fly fish
The board of Fly Fishers of the Bitterroot supports a new program to teach young people to fly fish
and encourages the membership to participate in this activity. Can you contribute an hour, or half
a day or a day of your time? Can you give a program on fish identification or knot tying, or wading
safety or bug identification? Can you assist kids with fly tying or casting? Can you assist a young
person as they wade fish the Bitterroot? If so, you can be rewarded by introducing young people
to the sport that we love.
The Ravalli County Fish and Wildlife Association plans to hold a youth fly fishing camp in late July
at property that the association owns between Bell Crossing and Stevi. The 12 participants will
include females and males between the ages of 13 and 17 and will arrive on the afternoon of July
28 and depart after lunch on August 1. The association is seeking volunteers from FFB and TU to
work with the kids They seek volunteers to give talks on specific topics, to teach or assist kids with
casting and fly tying, and to assist kids as they wade fish or serve as a guide for two kids on a float
from Bell Crossing to the camp.
What can be more rewarding than to introduce young people to fly fishing? This is like having a
May Clinic for young people. And FFB is required to engage in community programs to retain its
501C3 status. So if you are interested in this worthwhile program, please notify me
at ellis_r@fortlewis.edu or 777-3045. I will be a volunteer as will other board members, and I will
serve as the FFB coordinator for this event. I can provide more specific information regarding
scheduled activities. I also encourage female members of FFB to take advantage of the
opportunity to help young women learn to fly fish.- Dick Ellis
"In our family, there was no clear line between religion and fly fishing. We lived at the junction
of great trout rivers in western Montana, and our father was a Presbyterian minister and a fly
fisherman who tied his own flies and taught others. He told us about Christ's disciples being
fisherman, and we were left to assume, as my brother and I did, that all first-class fisherman on
the Sea of Galilee were fly fisherman and that John, the favorite, was a dry-fly fisherman."
Norman Maclean, A River Runs Through It, 1976

"Inside, we basked in the homemade sunlight of hackles, hooks, furs, rods, reels, lines, leaders,
nets; selecting materials with which to tie flies at home later, by way of preserving our sanities
during the deserted time of year. There was talk of flies, of streams, of the men who lived for
them, of books in which the waters ran, and where now and then one found a superior music
which had been inspired by trout, a simple vertebrate, but with this difference: That it stirred a
mystery in the deepest recess of our beings, a primal nostalgia that quickened in the sight of its
brilliant spots and bands of iridescence where gulps of moonlight had congealed to color."
Frank Mele, Small in the Eye of a River, 1988

FISH REPORTS, PHOTOS & GRINS
CLARK CANYON WEEKEND REPORT:
Had the opportunity to go with a neighbor to Clark Canyon Saturday. The lake is 2-3 feet below full pool. The
Beaverhead below the dam was PACKED (opening day). Cars and boat-trailers ALL the way down to Barrets.... Bring your
own rock.
Neighbor trolled with downriggers, I used a full-sink line with Streamers. We boated nearly 15 fish, 90% Browns...16-23
inches. Neighbor caught one nice Rainbow, and we got 2 other small ones. "Grey Ghost" and "White Zonker" produced.
Heavy hatch of a small Mayfly ( Nemoura??) had Rainbows rising all over before the wind picked up to a chop. Seems
like they were rising to clumps of these flies. There has got to be a ton of larvae in the water. Stomachs were full of
insects.
Obviously, didn't have a chance to nymph, but I think it would have been good. Many pontoons up at the inlet, only 3
other boats out on the lake. Ed Gannon
Comment from Denny Westover our own “Lake Guru….:”
Ed, Great report! Haven't fished Clark Canyon in several years
and your report reminded me of what a quality fishery it is.
The small mayfly hatch you saw was probably a Callibaetis.
Small (14 to16 this time of the year) grayish tan and found in
still water’s and slow moving streams. Usually hatch in the
shallows and although there are a number of specific patterns
it can be effectively imitated with a parachute Adams.
Nemoura are stoneflies and are strictly moving water insects.
The fish rising to clumps of insects may have been eating
chironomid adults on the surface. If you go again soon try
fishing a chironomid pupa about a foot off the bottom under
an indicator in 10 to18 feet of water. The area around the
island is good chironomid water. Good luck!!!

Pierre S. with a Brown’s Lake beauty!

Fish report: Christmas Island in April 2019
Donna Wichers, Peg Miskin, Jenny West and photographer Jessica Richardson-Haydahl headed to Christmas
Island in April. Here are a few fish captures from their trip. Our November 2019 meeting will feature photos
and videos from their adventure

Jenny W.

Peg M.

Jessica R.

Donna W.

Unusual signboard says "Drive Slowly, Fish Crossing"---Happens in vicinity of Skokomish River, Shelton,
Washington, USA. If the river floods the salmon take short cuts swimming across the road to go upstream to
spawn. Happens almost every year… awesome!

Trip Report: Blue Ribbon Flies Spring Trip, late April
Our group, mostly So Cal friends now numbering 8 met in Bozeman to start 4 days of fishing with 4 Blue Ribbon
Guides. These trips often change locations depending on conditions and this one did as well. The 1st three days we fished
the Big Horn from Ft. Smith. Weather was a challenge with everything from sun, rain, snow and wind. Fishing was also a
challenge with water temps between 36 and 39 leaving the fish a bit lethargic. However we caught nice fish sporadically
on the standard nymphs required on the ‘Horn – mostly scud, sow bug and midge imitations. A few boats had moments
of dry fly fishing with Midge emergers working in those rare moments.
Each day the weather worsened so the group opted to move to Livingston and fish DePuy on the last day – a
wise decision as the weather really turned bad on the ‘Horn – 40mph wind mixed with rain/sleet. The fishing on DePuy
was lights out. Everyone caught double digit quantities of solid rainbows and browns, mostly on nymphs. The bugs of
choice were Shop Vacs, Zebras, Miracle Midges, $3 Dips, Blond and Red Sawyers nymphs and lime RAM caddis pupas.
(look for a future FOTM on this great pattern). What a terrific way to end the trip.
The group flew home the next day but I stayed on for a few more days, first on the Madison at $3 Bridge. The super
fishing on DePuy kept going on this great stretch of water. The Madison was roaring but still lots of good pocket water
and runs near the edges, and no one there! 28 Degrees and breezy may explain the lack of pressure. Fine with me! I lost
count at 20 solid ‘bows and browns. I measured one rainbow at 19 ¼ - my best for the trip. The DePuy bugs continued to
be good choices on the Madison but with the addition of more Baetis nymphs. Around 3:30 some midges began
emerging but the nymphing was too good to change. I fished until 7:30 and never saw another angler. Wow, what a
day.
After a night at Rainbow Valley Lodge in Ennis I headed home with a stop on the Ruby at the Vigilante access. Again, the
cold weather turned off competition and I had 3 hours of solid fishing with no angling pressure. The nymphs mentioned
before continued to work and again, little or no surface activity. No matter, after this trip I really tuned up my nymph
fishing.
Continuing home I stopped to check out the Beaverhead. It was just bumped up to 500 CFS which makes wading a
challenge and the fish usually don’t like to influx of cold water. I didn’t wet a line and headed home having had a terrific
trip.
If you have any questions about these venues or bugs please feel free to call.
Tight lines,

Greg Chester 363-0033

Missouri Outing 2019.
Big River, high water, cold temps and blustery winds- but not to be deterred, a few hardy (foolish?) of us souls
headed that way and took on the challenge of the Missouri River in the Springtime. I think we are all a little
concerned when it started off with a blizzard the weekend everyone was heading that way. But what the heck,
we are fly fishers, right?
I relearned what the term “Ice in the guides” meant and what it is like to try & handle the fly line with gloves
on. Thank goodness Sally Roberts & I had great guides- Kurt Michels [on Monday] and Beth Langell [on
Tuesday], both out of Headhunters fly shop in Craig. We caught fish-lots- but were only willing to get cameras
out a couple of times for the ceremonial photos…..
Club members were scattered from Wolf Creek to Prewett Creek & way up on a hillside, so getting together to
socialize & tell fish tales was tough. But most of us made it to Shot Gun Annie’s saloon in Wolf Creek Tuesday
evening for some good food & tales of our adventure!

Sally R.

Estelle S.

Michael J.

The Three
Amigos!
Bob Davis,
Scott Roberts
and Warren
Johns

Scott with a
nice Brown

Al Reginato with another
beautiful Missouri Brown

NEWS AND NOTES
Drowning Doesn't Look Like Drowning

Submitted by club member Mike Pettit

One of the first things I ever wrote for publication was a short article about drowning recognition for a Coast Guard
magazine. A few years later, I adapted the piece for recreational boaters. I tried my best to get it published, but no one
wanted it. Reader’s Digest said it was “too dark,” and everyone else (including Soundings magazine) simply ignored the
submission.
Thanks to a friend of mine who had a blog, my piece on drowning was first posted eight years ago to the day in 2010. It
went viral and crashed his website. Since then, it’s been translated into 15 languages, was published in the Washington
Post, and Reader’s Digest eventually requested to buy the rights. After years of saying yes to requests to republish, repost
and translate (there have been hundreds), I released the piece to the public domain. But I never got the article into a
major boating magazine as I intended. Well, this is my blog, so I like my chances this time.
Summer is coming, folks, and I think the short article below is the most valuable thing I’ve put together, ever. I wanted to
make sure followers of this blog have read it. MARIO VITTONE UPDATED ONMAY 4, 2018
The new captain jumped from the deck, fully dressed, and sprinted through the water. A former lifeguard, he kept his
eyes on his victim and headed straight for a couple who were swimming between their anchored sportfish and the
beach. “I think he thinks you’re drowning,” the husband said to his wife. They had been splashing each other, and she
had screamed, but now they were just standing neck-deep on a sandbar. “We’re fine, what is he doing?” she asked, a
little annoyed. “We’re fine!” the husband yelled, waving him off, but his captain kept swimming hard toward him.
“Move!” he barked as he sprinted between the stunned owners. Directly behind them, not 10 feet away, their nineyear-old daughter was drowning. Safely above the surface in the arms of the captain, she burst into tears and screamed,
“Daddy!”
How did this captain know — from 50 feet away — what the father couldn’t recognize from just 10? Drowning is not the
violent, splashing call for help that most people expect. The captain was trained to recognize drowning by experts and
years of experience. The father, on the other hand, learned what drowning looks like by watching television.
If you spend time on or near the water (hint: that’s all of us), then you should make sure that you and your crew know
what to look for when people enter the water. Until she cried a tearful, “Daddy,” the owner’s daughter hadn’t made a
sound. As a former Coast Guard rescue swimmer, I wasn’t surprised at all by this story. Drowning is almost always a
deceptively quiet event. The waving, splashing and yelling that dramatic conditioning (television) prepares us to look for
is rarely seen in real life.
The Instinctive Drowning Response, so named by Francesco A. Pia, Ph.D., is what people do to avoid actual or perceived
suffocation in the water. And it does not look like most people expect it to. When someone is drowning there is very
little splashing, and no waving or yelling or calling for help of any kind. To get an idea of just how quiet and undramatic
drowning can be, consider this: It is the number two cause of accidental death in children age 15 and under (just behind
vehicle accidents). Of the approximately 750 children who will drown next year, about 375 of them will do so within 25
yards of a parent or other adult. In 10 percent of those drownings, the adult will actually watch them do it, having no
idea it is happening.
Drowning does not look like drowning. Dr. Pia, in an article he wrote for the Coast Guard’s On Scene magazine, described
the instinctive drowning response like this:


Except in rare circumstances, drowning people are physiologically unable to call out for help. The respiratory system was
designed for breathing. Speech is a secondary or overlaid function. Breathing must be fulfilled before speech occurs.









Drowning people’s mouths alternately sink below and reappear above the surface of the water. The mouths of drowning
people are not above the surface of the water long enough for them to exhale, inhale and call out for help. When the
drowning people’s mouths are above the surface, they exhale and inhale quickly as their mouths start to sink below the
surface of the water.
Drowning people cannot wave for help. Nature instinctively forces them to extend their arms laterally and press down
on the water’s surface. Pressing down on the surface of the water permits drowning people to leverage their bodies so
they can lift their mouths out of the water to breathe.
Throughout the Instinctive Drowning Response, drowning people cannot voluntarily control their arm movements.
Physiologically, drowning people who are struggling on the surface of the water cannot stop drowning and perform
voluntary movements such as waving for help, moving toward a rescuer or reaching out for a piece of rescue equipment.
From beginning to end of the Instinctive Drowning Response, people’s bodies remain upright in the water, with no
evidence of a supporting kick. Unless rescued by a trained lifeguard, these drowning people can only struggle on the
surface of the water from 20 to 60 seconds before submersion occurs. (Source: On Scene magazine: Fall 2006 page 14)
This doesn’t mean that a person who is yelling for help and thrashing isn’t in real trouble — they are experiencing
aquatic distress. Not always present before the instinctive drowning response, aquatic distress doesn’t last long, but
unlike true drowning, these victims can still assist in their own rescue. They can grab lifelines, reach for throw rings, etc.
Look for these other signs of drowning when persons are in the water:











Head low in the water, mouth at water level
Head tilted back with mouth open
Eyes glassy and empty, unable to focus
Eyes closed
Hair over forehead or eyes
Not using legs
Hyperventilating or gasping
Trying to swim in a particular direction but not making headway
Trying to roll over onto the back
Appears to be climbing an invisible ladder

So, if a crewmember falls overboard and everything looks okay, don’t be too sure. Sometimes the most common
indication that someone is drowning is that they don’t look as if they’re drowning. They may just look as if they are
treading water and looking up at the deck. One way to be sure? Ask them, “Are you alright?” If they can answer at all,
they probably are. If they return a blank stare, you may have less than 30 seconds to get to them. And parents —
children playing in the water make noise. When they get quiet, you need to get to them and find out why.

Tribal Leadership and the Preservation of Lake Coeur D'Alene
Native Americans generally have shown great respect for mother earth in the broadest sense of that term. The
memories of Yellow Wolf, a member of Chief Joseph's band of Nez Perce, serve as an illustration. Ownership of the
Wallowa Valley and surrounding areas in northeast Oregon was a major issue leading up to the Nez Perce war in 1877.
After traveling some 1500 miles, the non-treaty Nez Perce were trapped by troops under Nelson Miles near the Bear's
Paw Mountains in northern Montana. Pinned down by rifle and artillery fire, Yellow Wolf remembered, “Thoughts came
of...where I grew up. Of my own country... Of tepees along the bending river. Of the blue, clear lake, wide meadows and
horse and cattle herds. From the mountain forests, voices seemed calling. I felt as dreaming. Not my living self.”
That connection to land and nature is alive today in Native American communities. Previous newsletters have described
the role of the Little River band of Ottawas in the grayling restoration program in Michigan and efforts of the Nez Perce
tribe to restore steelhead and salmon runs in Idaho. The Coeur d'Alene tribe also is engaged in cooperative programs to
improve water quality and to protect cutthroat trout in the Coeur d'Alene drainage.
Today the tribe occupies a reservation that encompasses the south end of Coeur d'Alene Lake, just a small part of its

traditional homeland. The Coeur d'Alene River flows from east to west past the towns of Wallace and Kellogg and
empties into the lake, and the valley became a major silver mining area with the Bunker Hill near Kellogg the largest
mine in the area. The smelter at Kellogg was the largest in the world when it was built.
Mine tailings were dumped directly into the river, which became known locally as Lead Creek, and the smelter brought
severe air pollution, killing most of the nearby vegetation. In 1910 local farmers went to U.S. District, but the judge
awarded only $1.00 in damages to each of the sixty-five litigants and allowed the company to continue to dump mine
waste into the river. That practice continued until 1968, and it is estimated that 100 million tons of mine wastes were
dumped into the river.
Finally in 1983 the Environmental Protection Agency identified the area for investigation as a possible superfund site,
and in 1991 the tribe, which traditionally had relied on fish as a food source, filed suit against the mining companies for
damages and cleanup costs. The U.S. joined the case in 1996, and after one company settled in 2008, Idaho joined the
case so that it could be party to the 2011 settlement.
The 1991 lawsuit by the tribe signaled many changes. A lake management study by the tribe, the United States
Geological Survey (USGS) and the Idaho Division of Environmental Quality (IDEQ) also began in 1991, and a lake
management plan was prepared by the tribe and IDEQ in 1995, but it languished because of lack of funds. Researchers
from USGS and the University of Western Australia are evaluating water temperatures and water movements and the
potential release of toxic metals from lake bed sediments contaminated by upstream mining and smelting.
The tribe also has taken aggressive action to preserve and restore the cutthroat trout population in the lake by reducing
the number of northern pike in the south one-third of the lake over which it has jurisdiction. Northern pike are an
invasive species in the area and have rapidly spread from an illegal planting in Montana. Pike spread down the Flathead
River and into the Clark Fork. In the 1970s they were found in Lake Coeur d'Alene and the upper Spokane River, and in
the early 2000s they appeared in the Coeur d'Alene River and in 2004 they were found in the Pend Oreille River.
A 2013 study showed that the cutthroat trout population in the south end of the lake had been devastated by pike and
that 98% of the cutthroats entering the lake from Benewah Creek, an important spawning area, were eaten by pike. A
maximum of 25 adult cutthroats have returned to Benewah Creek in the past six years. The reduction of the cutthroat
population in the lake has broader ramifications because Idaho fish and game studies show that the cutthroats in the St.
Joe and the St. Maries are migratory and winter in the lake.
As a result, in 2015 the tribe began to gillnet pike in one of the bays in the southern part of the lake in an effort to reduce
pike populations. The pike then were released in the northern part of the lake that is managed by the state. That
reduced the pike population in the netting area by some 80% and improved the trout survival rate. As a 2017 survey
showed that anglers supported this program, the tribe will expand the gillnetting work and stop releasing the pike.
Instead the fish will be given to Birds of Prey Northwest and the tribe's aviary and perhaps to local food banks.
The Coeur d'Alene tribe has taken a leadership role regarding water quality and preservation of the cutthroat trout
population in Lake Coeur d'Alene. However, both issues will exist forever. FFB members who have fished the St. Joe
certainly will thank the tribe.

"Go softly by that river-side, or when you would depart,
You'll find its every winding tied, and knotted round your heart"
Rudyard Kipling
Th

The Golden Stone

It’s About Flies - Chuck Stranahan © 2018 all rights reserved

My favorite hatch, if I were limited to only one, would have to be golden stoneflies.
They overlap the tail end of salmon flies. Water conditions are dropping from “too high” to “just right” about
the time goldens hit the water.
Big fish come up to golden stones. The daytime anglers who are done with their floats before dinnertime do
well enough on goldens; but to hit the whole experience right you have to wade, and just be there.
I love the excitement, the urgency, of fishing at dusk. That’s when the golden stone females drop out of
overhead swarms to drop their eggs where sunlight and shadow mix in a sparkling dance on the riffle water
below.
If you find such a riffle one year, mark the spot and go back and fish it the next year, and the next.
For me the ideal golden stone dry will be designed to flutter on the water like the natural, and drag its
abdomen in the water the way a female golden stone does when she’s off-loading her eggs.
The golden stone dry that I fish most these days came with me from California’s Hat Creek some thirty-odd
years ago. I haven’t changed the basic design at all since coming to Montana. It still works.
The silhouette and segmentation of the body are distinct. The color is spot-on underneath, and darkened on
top to reduce glare reflecting back through the wing. The wing is sparse and flared to represent the veined
wing of the natural insect while it is fluttering. The hackle collar will be a tad oversized, but not necessarily tied
too full.
Those are the things I built into my golden stone dry pattern during several years of trial-and-error over those
picky Hat Creek trout. I finally came up with a fly that, when I got the cast in, was seldom refused. At times it
brings more aggressive strikes than the naturals.
Before we were married my wife Jan called my golden stone pattern “the killer.” We fished evenings on the
West Fork a lot in those days, as her duties as a school principal were winding down for the year – about the
time goldens were thick on the water. Her first evening’s catch of good-sized trout, a batch of healthy
rainbows and cutts that averaged about sixteen inches, came on golden stones.
Flash forward about fifteen years to another evening on the West Fork: Jan and I, now married, were fishing
with some good friends who visited the area and fished with us annually.
Jan was due to go in the following morning for carpal tunnel surgery. It vexed her that she had to spend the
summer resting her casting hand instead of fishing, so she wanted to make the most of that last evening of
fishing for the summer.
Fishing had been OK, and the rest of us were tired and wanted to quit. Jan was the one to keep saying, “One
more cast... one more cast... I know there’s a big one in here.”
Finally she connected. It took her until well after dark to land the biggest trout I’ve ever seen come out of the
West Fork, a big male rainbow that measured close to twenty-seven inches and had to weigh between seven
and eight pounds.
That golden stone pattern is one that she, and I, and a host of others, have confidence in. When golden stones
are dancing on the water on a balmy summer evening, it flat-out produces fish – and lasting memories.

“It costs so little to dream a while
Almost nothing per thousand mile:
A pauper can go through Gretna Green
To Ballachulish or Achnasheen
Or travel the road round dour lock Eil
And sorts his flies on the Bridge of Shiel.
It costs so little to cast a fly
In dreamland where the curlews cry
To smell bog-myrtle and burning peat
Where the rushing burns and a lochan meet.”
George Brennand, “Dedication”

The Way it Was ……..

"Owen's Adventure"

The following excerpt is from a 19th century fishing story set in the vicinity of Castlebar in the British Isles. The main
characters are the narrator, a somewhat pompous British major, and Owen, an Irishman in the employ of the major.
The two gentlemen were fly fishing for salmon and were working their way to Castlebar. The major sent Owen ahead to
town to notify the innkeeper of their coming and, if possible, to take a salmon so that they could have it for their meal.
When the gentlemen arrived in town, they encountered a complete hubbub. It was market day, so the town was busy,
but it was Owen that had caused the excitement. Owen was in trouble; Owen had been arrested. They learned that
Owen "had been stopped in a state of entire nudity, running like a madman among all the people coming to market," so
they went to the magistrate to find out what happened and to attempt to secure Owen's release.
[I suggest you read this using a thick Irish baroque- it reads so much better!]
Owen was soon produced. At sight of us he forthwith brightened up.
"Och, and it's all right now, anyway! Your honors have got the salmon; I left him to be dressed; and is
it myself would go to disappoint your honors of a breakfast along with a few spalpeen [idiot] market people! I
wonder what divil of a country this, that a man mayn't catch a salmon, because the river runs by the side of
the road. But your honors will spake for me, and explain it, anyhow, to his nobleness of justice."
I requested permission to ask Owen for his own version, which being readily granted, the prisoner
began:
"It's clear, your honors will remember ordering me to catch a salmon, and go on before to the inn. Well, burn the
rise I'd get, your honor, till I came within half a mile of the town; there I sees as fair a rise at the nathural as ever my eyes
was blest with. Oh! Be aisy, sis, I-is it there you are, and I wanting ye for my master's breakfast? With that, I makes a
clane cast, and covered the beauty to an inch. Up he came-away went my winch, and I thought of my sowl he'd never
done running till my line was smashed. Into the river I pitches my rod- away run the fish, and way run I- and, faith, I'd
enough to do to keep up, anyway, for the stones and the bogs bothered my speed entirely. At last he tops; oh! sis I, it's my
turn now, and with that I goes up toward my rod; off boults the fish to the other side of the stream. There was nothing but
a swimming or a ducking for it, and, to keep all clane and go dacent into the town like, I pulls off my bits of things, and
swims over the river to the place where the wild brute had carried my rod. The divil a bit he stand a minute. Off went the
salmon again; and it was then I had a run for it after the river, so, seeing my rod going doubts tide, and, finding the road
alongside the river far best for running, to the road I went; and it's a pity your honors weren't there to see the sport- run
salmon, run I, for a good half mile-there I caught my rod; and it's a good to the heart to see the way he played. But I soon
landed my fish, and what do your honors think? In a fine country like this, a lot of spalpeens, without with your leave, or
by your leave, or any politeness at all, seized hould of me, crams an ould frieze [cover] or two over me, and brings me to be
put to prison. 'Oh!' sis I, 'but I'm a freeborn Irishman,' sis I; 'and there are two rale gentlemen that'll see me righted,' sis
I. 'And what have I done?' sis I.-'Done?' sis they.
'Haven't ye been running stark naked among the people, and them women?' sis they.- 'The divil a woman or man,' sis I,
'did I see at all at all'; and if your nobleness and honor will give me the book, I'll swear the same on my Bible oath this
moment. What do they tell his honor, but that there were lots of women coming to market, and his honor believes 'em,
maybe because I'm a Catholic. I saw nobody all the time but the rod, and that was running swately."
I assured the magistrate of my entire conviction that Owen was innocent of any intentional wrong; and such was,
I believe, the ardor with which he pursued the sport, that I did not doubt his declaration that he had seen nobody.
The magistrate was pleased to find that the affair was of no further consequence, and ordered Owen to be
discharged, assuring him, however, that his being a Catholic had had nothing whatever to do with his detention or

discharge, and in this declaration I joined; but the major, seizing the hand of Owen, and in the presence of the magistrate,
declared his entire approval of the fisherman's whole course of conduct. "And, for myself, I'd follow a salmon into the
very palace rather than lose him, anyway. So, say nothing of being a trifle deficient in the cut of your surtout [overcoat]."
The major was now about to wax wroth in approval of Owen’s conduct; and just as he was fumbling about for the
card, on which was neatly engraved "Major - - , - th Regiment," I thrust my arm within his, bowed to the man of
authority, and we were at our inn before the gallant officer could determine in what way the proper insult ought to be
conveyed to a magistrate. Owen was admitted to dine with us off the salmon which had been the cause of all his distress
and degradation.
Robert Allen, “Owen’s Adventure” in Nick Lyons, The Gigantic Book of Fishing Stories

IRISH PAINTER!!
An Irish painter by the name of Murphy, while not a brilliant scholar, was a gifted portrait artist. Over a short
number of years, his fame grew and soon people from all over Ireland were coming to the town of Miltown
Malbay , in County Clare , to get him to paint their likenesses.
One day, a beautiful young English woman arrived at his house in a stretch limo and asked if he would paint
her in the nude. This being the first time anyone had made such a request he was a bit perturbed, particularly,
when the woman told him that money was no object; in fact, she was willing to pay up to 10,000 pounds.
Not wanting to get into any marital strife, he asked her to wait while he went into the house to confer with
Mary, his wife. They talked much about the Rightness and Wrongness of it. It was hard to make the decision
but finally his wife agreed, on one condition.
In a few minutes he returned. "Twould' be me pleasure to paint yer portrait, missus," he said."The wife says
it's okay." I'll paint you in the nude all right but I have to at least leave me socks on; so, I have a place to wipe
me brushes.”

T'is why we love the Irish.

Just for fun

Saki, the Service Dog. By Gary Kosaka
For those of you who met Saki at the monthly meetings and wonder what happened to her, I’m happy to
announce that she has graduated and is in service.
We attended Cascade Service Dog schools graduation celebration and met Sandra, Saki’s partner a
quadriplegic with some movement in her arms. Saki helps her, press the handicap open door button,
closes the apartment door, helps take off her coat and shoes and among other tasks, helps take laundry
out of the dryer.
It was hard giving her up, but events like what we experienced, the gratitude Sandra has for us puppy
raisers and seeing that the dog can do so much more to help someone, has emotional closure for me.

2nd

2019 schedule

June
June 4th
June 5-9
June 10th
July 10-14th
August 18th
Sept 10-15th
Oct 1st
Oct 7th
Nov 5th
Nov 11th
Dec 3rd
Dec 9th

Special Needs Day
club meeting
Noxon Reservoir outing
Board meeting
Georgetown lake
Annual Picnic
Hebgen Lake
1st fall club meeting
Board meeting
club meeting
Board Meeting
ANNUAL MEETING & ELECTIONS

Board meeting

2019 Board of Directors
Bill Bean- President billbean.bean75@gmail.com
Estelle Shuttleworth-Past Pres je@shuttleworthje.com
Pierre Satkowiak-Secretary psatkowiak@gmail.com
Ken Quinn-Treasurer
Leon Powell- Roster eleonfish@gmail.com
Gary Kosaka-WebMaster- hikemastergk@gmail.com
Phil Romans-promans@aol.com
Greg Chester- gchester55@aol.com
Ed Gannon- edandck@gmail.com
Dick Ellis- ellis_r@fortlewis.edu
Warren Johns- Ichthyologist55@yahoo.com
Walt McCrumb – sikiQ4me@gmail.com

Our Address:

Fly Fishers of the Bitterroot
PO BOX 692
Victor, MT 59875
Name tags and lanyards are ready and are
at the check in table. If you need a name
tag please contact Estelle at
je@shuttleworthje.com

The club’s membership period is
January 1st to December 31st
of each year.
Individual: $ 25.00
Family: $35.00
A Family is 2 people in a domestic
relationship and their children under
18 years of age.

